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For Immediate Release

Bald Spot Sports Buys Out Founder
Indianapolis, Indiana – May 2008 – Bald Spot Sports, LLC, [BSS] has purchased the
ownership shares of founder Glen Macdonald as part of its ongoing strategy to continue
growing the business The company has experienced signiﬁcant sales and distribution
growth since opening the garage door in 2003, work preventing Macdonald from focusing
on his passion to craft race seats.
Cameron Cobb, business development manager with Createc Corporation, has assumed
the management of operations. Cobb said, “After working with Glen for ﬁve years to
represent the interests of Createc Corporation’s technology alliance with Bald Spot to the
various sanctioning organizations, it was only natural for me to assume a leadership role
and continue shepherding some of the new products in development. Glen will be missed
for his supperior craftmanship and passion for the sport, and we hope he will continue to
make seats on contract with Bald Spot whenever possible.”
BSS manufactures two custom seat products to absorb impact forces before they act on
the body of a race car driver during a collision. Seats are manufactured using technology
exclusive to BSS and molded from two new specialty foams, CreafoamTM and CreasorbTM,
provided to BSS for race car seat production by Createc Corporation.
As part of the move, BSS intends to expand its licensing of the CreasorbTM foam seats,
which have greater elasticity, absorb impact and return to the initial shape with greater
integrity. Cobb added, “Thanks to this move, we are now in a position to scan an original
seat crafted by any partner and reproduce it out of our technically superior foam.
Areas can be carved out of the neck and back areas of the elastic seat to create room for
foam stability plugs to be inserted. The CreafoamTM plugs, when inserted, are designed to
offer maximum stability and force deadening during a single impact. These seats can offer
greater support for the driver during secondary impacts continuing to act on the car after
the primary collision.
About Bald Spot Sports
Bald Spot Sports [BSS] is headquartered in the suburbs of the racing capital of Indianapolis, Indiana. The company was founded in 2002 by racing veteran Glen Macdonald. BSS is
actively engaged in the production of technologically superior racing seats for professional
auto racers and private enthusiasts and continually works with independent labs to test innovative foam products.
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About Createc Corporation
For over 30 years, Createc Corporation, as a second-generation family-owned business,
has been a leader
in the beaded foam industry, providing everything from protective packaging to automotive,
component and specialty foam products. Strengths include in-house product design, quality manufacturing, and a large
production capacity backed by timely delivery and attentive customer service. The ability to
solve design
problems offers Createc Corporation distinction as a valued business partner to companies
nationwide.
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